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Abstra t

Large eddy simulations were made of transoni ow over a two-dimensional
bump where sho k wave turbulent boundary layer intera tion takes pla e.
Di erent ow onditions were investigated to nd onditions for large s ale
sho k movement. The innermost part of the sho k was found to be moving
for suÆ iently strong sho ks. None of the ases display large s ale movement
of the whole sho k.
Key words: Transoni
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1. Introdu tion

Sho k wave turbulent boundary layer intera tions (SWTBLI) have been
studied for many years. These situations ommonly arise in turbo ma hinery
and aerospa e appli ations and on the exterior of high speed air raft. In all
these ases, sho k wave boundary layer intera tion an signi antly hange
the ow and hen e the physi al load imposed by it. The performan e of the
obje t studied an also be signi antly altered if sho ks and boundary layer
separations do not o ur where expe ted.
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This paper is a ontinuation of previous work in whi h a transoni ow
with SWTBLI was al ulated by large eddy simulation (LES) (Wollblad
et al., 2006). There the authors found a parti ular on guration for whi h the
known prerequisites for large s ale sho k movement were ful lled (AGARD,
1986; Wu and Martin, 2004) but where there was no su h movement. This
on guration, hereafter denoted the baseline ase, and some of its hara teristi s are des ribed in se tion 2.
Several other investigations have been made of both transoni and supersoni SWTBLI. Some will be dis ussed in se tion 3 and their on gurations
will be used to motivate alterations of the well do umented ase in Wollblad
et al. (2006). The motivation is to nd more pre ise onditions for large s ale
sho k movement in transoni SWTBLI.
2. The baseline

ase

2.1. Computational set-up

The omputational domain is a numeri al model of a part of an experimental test rig at the Department of Energy Te hnology, KTH. The experimental test se tion is 0:44 m long, 0:10 m wide and 0:12 m high. There is
a bump at the bottom of the test se tion. See Bron (2003) for greater detail
about the rig. Our domain onsists of this test se tion but has been shortened by 0:08 m and translational periodi ity was assumed in the spanwise
dire tion for a width less than that of the test se tion. Previous numeri al
investigations have shown that a width of 0:039 m is suÆ ient to let the ow
develop unhindered by a limited spanwise domain. Furthermore, the eiling
was removed and repla ed by a symmetry plane. A 2D pi ture of the domain
is shown in gure 1. The parameters in the baseline ase were sele ted to
mimi the onditions in the test rig as far as possible. Hen e, the symmetry plane was lowered by one momentum loss thi kness based on the inlet
boundary ondition, so that h = 0:1186 m. In this way possible di eren es
in mass displa ement between measurements and al ulations were redu ed.
The maximum height of the bump is 0:01048 m.
The geometry is su h that, for some subsoni boundary onditions at the
inlet and outlet, the ow will be a elerated over the bump and the soni
po ket that is formed will be terminated by a sho k.
To ensure a well resolved LES of the ase, the Reynolds number was
redu ed by a fa tor of 11:25 ompared to the experiments. This was done
by in reasing the dynami vis osity to  = 1:8e 4P a s. The inlet boundary
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Figure 1: 2D proje tion of the omputational domain.

onditions had freestream values of M = 0:70, P0 = 160:0 k P a, T0 = 303 K
and the boundary layer u tuations were taken from in ompressible DNS of
fully developed hannel ow. The Reynolds number based on u and Æ99 at
the inlet was 632 and the momentum disla ement thi kness 0:89 mm. The
outlet pressure was set to 103:5 kP a.
As mentioned, the upper boundary was set to be a symmetry boundary and the spanwise boundaries were given translational periodi boundary
onditions. No-slip, adiabati onditions were enfor ed along the wall.
2.2. Large Eddy Simulation Numeri s

The onservative forms of the ontinuity, momentum and energy equations were solved on stru tured meshed using the nite volume method. The
larage eddy formulation is obtained using a box leter of grid ell size. Code
do umentation an be found in Eriksson (1995).
The invis id uxes are dis retized in spa e using a fourth order entral
s heme to whi h is added a small amount of upwinding. The upwinding
is a third di eren e multiplied by a user de ned onstant and applied to
the hara teristi variables, whi h are in turn evaluated using a planar wave
assumption. This onstru tion makes the spa e dis retization of the invis id
uxes third order a urate in terms of dissipation, but still makes it fourth
order in terms of dispersion.
A se ond order entral s heme is used for the vis ous uxes. The subgrid terms were modeled using a ompressible version of the WALE model
developed by Ni oud and Du ros (1999). The modi ation is des ribed in
3

Wollblad et al. (2006). The lter width was al ulated by (xyz)1=3 ,
i. e. to a fun tion of the grid.
At strong pressure gradients, su h as in the ase of sho ks, extra di usion
is needed to prevent the al ulations from diverging. Here a term s aled
by the se ond derivate of the lo al pressure and the spe tral radius of the
dis retized ux operator is added in the al ulations of the invis id uxes
(Jameson et al., 1981). The user de ned oeÆ ient that guides the level of
extra dissipation is set to a level just high enough to prevent divergen e,
whi h in this work is twi e the value used in Wollblad et al. (2006).
The ode uses a three-stage, se ond-order a urate, low storage RungeKutta method. Close to walls, a semi-impli it pre onditioning s heme is
applied in ea h step of the Runge-Kutta method. The semi-impli it method
is des ribed in detail in Wollblad et al. (2004).
For further details on the numeri al treatment, see Wollblad et al. (2006)
and referen es therein.
2.3. Data Treatment

A al ulation was run until the average wall shear stress on the ba k of
the bump showed no long time u tuations. The al ulations were run for
approximately six ow-through times. During this time 850 instantaneous
solutions with equal time spa ing were saved. Tests showed that se ond order
statisti s ould be al ulated from only 500 samples with no loss of a ura y,
but it was de ided that 850 samples should be used so that there would also
be a ura y in the omputations of time-spa e orrelations.
The time series are not long enough to obtain well resolved spe tra. The
spe tra have however been al ulated using only 600 of the time steps. The
result was that the peaks hanged somewhat in magnutide, but the important
frequen ies remained the same.
The ode gives data in the form of ell averages. For ea h node (node
= grid node), the values of the adja ent ells were added and the sum was
divided by the number of adja ent ells. This makes the values of the interior
nodes averages of eight ell values, while the values assigned to a orner node
equal those of its adja ent ell.
Depending on the appli ation, the nodal data were then either averaged
in the spanwise dire tion or interpolated onto the ells of another grid. Flow
statisti s su h as Reynolds stresses were al ulated from data averaged in
both the spanwise dire tion and in time. For al ulation of orrelations and
frequen ies, data were interpolated to a sample grid and al ulations arried
4
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Figure 2: Ma h number ontour plot for the baseline ase. The inlet free stream Ma h
number is 0:7 and maximum Ma h number before the sho k is 1:27. The ontour level
di eren e is 0:05.
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Figure 3: Resolved huui Reynolds stresses of the baseline ase.

out on this grid using the ell values. The results were then averaged in the
spanwise dire tion.
2.4. Flow

hara teristi s of the baseline

ase

This subse tion summarizes the results of the simulations reported in
Wollblad et al. (2006). The Ma h number ontour plot in gure 2 shows the
general pi ture of the mean ow. The ow a elerates to form a soni po ket
that is terminated by a sho k at x 0:075 m. The maximum Ma h number
before the sho k is 1:27. The Ma h number gradient through the sho k
is very steep, whi h indi ates that the sho k is absolutely stable. This is
on rmed both by FFT analysis of the sho k position and by visualization of
the ow. The ex eption is the innermost part of the sho k, but the movement
is more a variation in strength aused by in oming turbulent stru tures in the
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boundary layer. FFT of the innermost sho k position reveals no dominating
frequen y.
The streamwise resolved Reynolds stresses (s aled for maximum visability) are shown in gure 3. Observe that the y-s ale is di erent from that
in gure 2. The boundary layer develops as expe ted without any strange
initial transients. As the uid a elerates at the front of the bump, the favorable pressure gradient starts a relaminarization pro ess. The boundary
layer remains however turbulent for all x. This relaminarization pro ess is
the most notable Reynolds number dependent part of the ow sin e the proess is dire tly proportional to the vis osity (Jones and Launder, 1971). As
the ow separates, the resolved uu Reynolds stresses are ampli ed as mu h
as 300 % and the ow be omes highly anisotropi . The separated boundary
layer ontinues more or less horizontally while a new boundary layer forms
downstream of the sho k.
The separation hara teristi s are demonstrated in gure 4 where the
probability density fun tion (PDF) of the skin fri tion oeÆ ient is shown as
a fun tion of the streamwise position. As an be seen, the intera tion region,
i. e. the region where the e e t of the sho k is felt, starts at x 0:045 m and
the ow separates at x 0:06 m. The probability of ba k ow an be found
by integrating the PDF for all negative Cf ; the result is shown in gure 5.
Clearly, there is a separated region, P (Cf < 0) > 0:5, of 3 m ranging from
x
0:06 m to x 0:09 m. Three entimeters is in this ontext a rather
large s ale and hen e the ow an be regarded as strongly separated.
The la k of large s ale sho k movement is in disagreement with many
experiments of transoni SWTBLI, for example those presented by Bron
(2003), but in agreement with LES presented by Sandham et al. (2003) and
experiments presented by Ba halo and Johnson (1986).
The onne tion between ow stru tures and unsteady sho k movement
has hie y been investigated for supersoni ow in ompression ramps. Thomas
et al. (1994) related the sho k movement to the frequen y of the separated
region. There are signi ant di eren es between the urrent ase and a supersoni ompression ramp. In the supersoni ase, the separation bubble is
'trapped' between the sho k and the ompression ramp, whereas the urrent
ow features not one but several separation bubbles. Thus, no single turnover
time an be omputed for the urrent ase, although the analogy an still be
useful. On the other hand, several investigations of supersoni ompression
ramp ow have pointed out the bursting frequen y of the in oming boundary
layer to be the frequen y of the sho k movement. See for example Wu and
h
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Figure 5: The probability for Cf to be
less than zero as a fun tion of the streamwise position.

Figure 4: Contour lines of the PDF of
Cf

Martin (2004) and Andreopoulos and Mu k (1987). They found that bursts
and sho k movement both had a main frequen y of 0:14U1=Æ whi h for the
baseline ase orresponds to 5:8 kHz at x = 0:05 m. The baseline ase does
indeed feature bursting events with a main frequen y of 5:5 kHz at that
position (Wollblad et al., 2006). This indi ates that bursting events in the
in oming boundary layer do not trigger large s ale sho k movement in the
transoni ase.
3. Comparison with other studies

The most ommon on guration for studying transoni SWTBLI is the
super riti al airfoil, su h as the one shown in gure 6. Sho k movement in
su h a on guration is known as \the bu eting phenomenon". Re ent numeri al investigations (De k, 2005; Xiao and Tsai, 2006) support the theory
proposed by Lee (1990) who suggested that the separation (point 2 in gure
6) auses large s ale stru tures that are onve ted downstream. As these
stru tures rea h the trailing edge (point 1 in gure 6) they intera t with the
ow oming from underneath the airfoil. This intera tion auses a radiation
of a ousti waves whi h in turn propagate upstream to the sho k, leading to
a feedba k me hanism.
Sin e the urrent geometry does not have a trailing edge, no feedba k
me hanism su h as that in the airfoil ase an be present. It is however in7

0.1

Figure 6: Whit omb super riti al airfoil. Flow from left to right.
velo ity. 2 indi ates the separation region behind the sho k.

U

is the free stream

teresting to note that it, in the ase of the wing, is waves upstream traveling
from far downstream of the sho k that determine the large s ale sho k movement rather than bursting events in the in oming boundary layer or dire t
intera tion between the sho k and the separation bubble dire tly behind the
sho k.
The airfoil dis ussion indi ates that the ne essary onditions for large
s ale sho k movement in internal transoni ow must probably be sought
elsewhere than at the sho k foot. One ommon feature in most su h ows is
that they are hoked. This an be seen in many pi tures in AGARD (1986)
and in the ases reported by Handa et al. (2003) and Moroianu (2003). The
hypothesis that hoking is ne essary is supported by the work of Ba halo and
Johnson (1986) who onsidered an un hoked axisymmetri on guration and
observed that the invis id ow on their model was \ex eptionally stable".
Choking is however probably not a suÆ ient ondition as an be seen in the
work of Sandham et al. (2003) who reported LES of a ow very similar to the
baseline ase. The di eren es are that the bump geometry in that ase is the
top of a ylinder, their sho k overs the whole domain up to the symmetry
plane and the maximum Ma h number before the sho k is 1:16. The sho k
is stable however, exa tly as in the baseline ase. The ontradi tion to the
hypothesis that hoking is a ne essary ondition is the measurements made
by Bron (2003) where large s ale sho k movement is reported even though
the ow is not hoked.
The possible onne tion between large s ale sho k movement and a hoked
internal ow obviously needs further investigation. A ase in whi h the symmetry plane of the baseline ase has been lowered to y = 0:08 m while all
other ow parameters are kept onstant will be presented. Another ase
8
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Figure 7: Ma h number ontour plots. The inlet free stream Ma h number is 0:7 and the
ontour level di eren e is 0:05. Maximum Ma h number before the sho k is (a) 1:4, (b)
1:3, ( ) 1:28, (d) 1:38.
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Case

baseline
1
2
3
4

Domain hight

0:1186 m
0:08 m
0:1186 m
0:12 m
0:12 m

Outlet pressure

103:5 kP a
103:5 kP a
101 kP a
101 kP a
96 kP a

Ceiling

no
no
no
yes
yes

Table 1: Summary of the ases.

where the geometry is the same as in the baseline ase but where the outlet
pressure is lowered will also be presented. Both alterations will reate hoked
ows with stronger sho ks than in the baseline ase. The ase with lower
eiling will experien e a relatively larger degree of blo king sin e the bump
will over a relatively larger part of the domain. This an be signi ant for
eventual large s ale sho k movement. Sajben and Kroutil (1981), who investigated the ow in a transoni di user, reported in reased sho k movement
if the blo kage was in reased by alterating the boundary layer before the
throat.
A ommon approa h, espe ially for LES, is to repla e the eiling of the
hannel with a symmetry plane. Handa et al. (2003) made experiments and
quasi one-dimensional omputations of a transoni di user. They investigated two di erent maximal Ma h numbers before the sho k (1:26 and 1:48),
and the di user was hoked. They suggest that when pressure waves generated in the separated region hit the eiling, new pressure waves are reated
that travel upstream along the eiling and move the sho k as they rea h it.
Their hypothesis is onsistent with the simulations made by Moroianu (2003)
where the eiling was in luded, and with the simulation made by Sandham
et al. (2003), where the eiling was repla ed by a symmetry plane. Two simulations will be presented where the eiling of the domain is in luded, one
ase in whi h the ow is not hoked and one in whi h it is hoked.
Table 1 summarizes the four ases that will be presented. Note that the
domain height in ases 3 and 4 is restored to the same value as in the test
rig at KTH. For all ases, the resolution and numeri al paramters are the
same as for the baseline ase for whi h grid onvergen e and independen e
of parameters of the numeri al s heme was proved in Wollblad et al. (2006).
For ases 3 and 4, the eiling boundary layer has the same resolution as the
10

baseline ase boundary layer has at the inlet, i.e. x+ 100, z+ 15
and y+ 1:0. There is no ase that in ludes the possible side wall e e ts.
Side wall e e ts ould of ourse be ne essary to trigger large s ale sho k
movement, but sin e the obje t is to test existing hyposethes rather than
stri tly reprodu ing the results of Bron (2003), side wall e e ts have been
left for future investigations.






4. Basi

features

1
Figure 7(a) shows a Ma h number ontour plot of the average ow eld of
ase 1. The very sharp sho k in the free stream region indi ates what is onrmed by unsteady visualization of the ow: the sho k is stable. Compared
to the baseline ase, the sho k is lo ated further downstream and is hen e
stronger and has a more sizable separation region. The maximum average
Ma h number before the sho k is 1:4 and the lo ation of the maximum is
mu h further from the wall than in the baseline ase.
Compared to the baseline ase, the innermost part of the sho k is moving
mu h more. The position of the sho k is measured by the maximum pressure
gradient one entimeter above the bump oor (y = 0:018). The power spe tra
of the baseline ase and ase 1 are ompared in gure 8(a). The standard
deviation for the sho k position in ase 1 is 3:3 mm while it is only 0:34 mm
for the baseline ase. The peak at 350 Hz is interesting sin e it is one of
the frequen ies found in measurements of the wall pressure made by Bron
(2003).
4.2. Case 2
The average solution of another hoked on guration is shown in gure
7(b). The sho k position is mu h more omparable with the baseline ase
than with ase 1 and the maximum average Ma h number before the sho k
is 1:3. It also shares the feature that the sho k position is stable. Hen e,
ases 1 and 2 on rm that a hoked omputational domain is not a suÆ ient
ondition for large s ale sho k movement in internal transoni ows.
The standard deviation of the position of the innermost part of the sho k
is 2:2 mm. The power spe trum of the movement has two dominant peaks,
one at 350 Hz and one at 900 Hz, both with Ph 4 10 4. Case 1 has
its strongest and se ond strongest peaks at the same frequen ies (see gure
8(a)).

4.1. Case
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As will be seen throughout the rest of this arti le, the separation hara teristi s of ase 2 shares most of its features with ase 1. Hen e, the degree of
blo kage seems to have very little e e t on the type of ow onsidered here.
4.3. Case 3 and 4
Case 3 is very similar to the baseline ase, i.e. strong separation but
without large s ale sho k movements. Ma h number ontours are shown in
gure 7( ). As an be seen, the sho k does not rea h the eiling and hen e
the upper boundary layer does not separate. The ow is not hoked, neither
in mean nor instantaneously. This al ulation only on rms that as long as
the sho k does not rea h the upper boundary there is no di eren e in having
a symmetry plane or a solid wall. The only real di eren e is that, to get the
same ow eld qualitatively, the outlet pressure must be lower if the eiling
is in luded sin e the upper boundary layer reates extra drag.
A mean Ma h number plot of ase 4 is shown in gure 7(d). The maximum Ma h number before the sho k is 1:38 and is hen e omparable with
that of ase 1. There is separation along the eiling. The ba k ow region
there is rather small and no large s ale stru tures are produ ed by this separation.
Another di eren e between ase 4 and ases 1 and 2 is that a mu h larger
part of the sho k is unsteady. The line of the maximum Ma h number goes
from (x; y) (0:08; 0:02) up to the sho k at (x; y) (0:12; 0:054). Visualization of the ow shows that the sho k above the latter point is stable while
the sho k beneath the point is unstable, as is the line of the maximum Ma h
number. As an be seen in gure 8(b), 350 Hz is no longer the dominating
frequen y.


5. Separation



hara teristi s

The probability for ba k ow of ase 1 is shown in gure 9. Ba k ow
is de ned as negative wall shear stress. Although the duality of the peak,
whi h gure 5 gives an impli ation of, ould be an indi ation of lambda
sho k, no lambda pattern an be found. All of the investigated ases display
sho ks that onsist of one steep pressure gradient. In some of the ases, the
innermost part of the sho k does however have two preferred positions. Case
1 has this property; a histogram of the sho k lo ation in ase 1 is shown
in gure 10. Case 2 is the only other ase beyond ase 1 to display this
feature. The baseline ase and ase 3 have virtually no sho k movement,
12
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Figure 8: Power spe tra of positions of the innermost parts of the sho ks.

and the distribution of the sho k position of ase 4 is monomodial. All ases
do however display a dual peak in the probability of ba k ow and hen e
this bimodality of the sho k position annot explain the dual peak of the
probability of ba k ow.
The explanation an instead be found by loser examination of gures 4
and 5. The position of the rst peak (at 0:06 m) in gure 5 an be seen to be
at a lo ation where the distribution of Cf is still very narrow. That means
that the ow there still has relatively small Reynolds stresses and that the
separation is stable. The se ond peak (at 0:07 m) is well within the region
in whi h Cf has a very broad distribution, i. e. where the Reynolds stresses
are large. The orresponding streamlines are sket hed in gure 11. The
boundary layer separates when it approa hes the sho k, and a small, thin, but
stable separation bubble forms. Behind the bubble, a se ond, mu h larger,
separation bubble forms. There is an atta hed boundary layer region between
the two bubbles where uid is ex hanged between the bubbles. The se ond
separation bubble is however unstable and now and again deta hes. When
it does, the ow behind the rst bubble temporarily reatta hes, reating the
dip in the probability of ba k ow. The separation of the se ond bubble is
ompleted when a new bubble is reated lling its pla e. This deta hment
of the large separation bubble explains the large Reynolds stresses.
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Figure 10: Histogram of the position of
the inner part of the sho k ( ase 1).

Figure 9: Contour lines of the PDF of
Cf ( ase 1).

Figure 11: Sket h of streamlines at the wall beneath the sho k. The height of the rst
separation bubble is approximately one millimeter.

Tha above on lusions have been drawn mainly from streamline animations. An example from the baseline ase is however shown in 12.
The frequen y of the separation of the larger separation bubble is however
not the same as the frequen y of the innermost part of the sho k. This an be
seen by observing that the lo ation of the lo al minimum of the probability
of ba k ow in ase 4 is x = 0:086. Power spe tra of the logi al fun tion
w
0 at that position show a dominating frequen y of 2 kHz. This is the
frequen y of the reatta hment at that point and hen e also of the deta hment
of the larger separation bubble while the dominating frequen y of the sho k
movement is a between 350 Hz and 1200 Hz.
The separation and the sho k movement an still be onne ted through
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0.12

ellipti leakage, i.e. information traveling upstream past the sho k through
the subsoni boundary layer. This hypothesis is supported by the following
analysis: take a phenomenon with a high frequen y and another phenomenon
with a low frequen y, in this ase the deta hment of the se ond separation
bubble and the movement of the sho k. If the faster phenomenon triggers the
slower phenomenon, a time orrelation between the phenomena will display
peaks with a time separation of 1=fs where fs is the frequen y of the slow
phenomenon. Power spe trum of the orrelation between the wall shear stress
at x = 0:086 and the sho k position for ase 4 is shown in gure 13. It an
be seen that the two most important frequen ies are the same as in gure
8(b). These on lusions an also be drawn by studying time orrelations
made between density u tuations in the outer part of the separated region
behind the sho k (x = 0:12 and y = 0:007 {0:011) and the sho k positions.
Bibko et al. (1990) and Glotov (1998) made experimental studies of SWTBLI in ompression orners. Both studies ame to the on lusion that the
main reason for sho k wave u tuations is the disturban es that appear in the
separation region. These disturban es travel upstream through the boundary layer and trigger sho k movement4 . The ndings here are onsistent with
these investigations.
4 The

(2003).

arti le of Glotov is in Russian but its on lusions are summarized in Knight et al.
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6. The path of information

As dis ussed in se tion 3, the question of the origin of self indu ed large
s ale sho k movement is strongly onne ted to intera tions between di erent
parts of the ow. The rux of the matter is what information that might
make the whole sho k move and what the origin of this information is.
A way to visualize the information transport is to plot dp=dt as shown
in gure 14. The gure has labeled arrows to fa ilitate the dis ussion that
follows here. Be ause it is a very sensitive quantity, dp=dt is extra ted dire tly
from the omputational ode. Case 2 is hosen for the dis ussion sin e it
most learly displays the important features. Some of the features given
below are not obvious from a single snapshot but have been on luded from
time dependent visualizations of dp=dt.
The boundary layer at the inlet an be seen to generate a great deal of
sound (arrow number 1). This is typi al for a non-equilibrium boundary layer
and is most prominent in transition (Bodony and Lele, 2006; Cabana et al.,
2006). The boundary layer does however qui kly rea h a near-equilibrium
state and there is a mu h weaker generation of noise when the ow rea hes
x = 0. The pressure waves generated at the inlet an be seen to be re e ted
at the symmetry plane.
When the boundary layer rea hes x = 0, it is de e ted and a relaminarization pro ess starts. Strong pressure waves are generated and, sin e the
ow at the bump rea hes soni speed, the pressure wave and the outermost
16
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Figure 14: Snapshot of dp=dt for ase 2.

part of the onve ted stru tures will have the same speed (arrow number 2).
Waves with low amplitude seem to be eradi ated as they pass through the
separation region, and only the outer parts of the wave front remain undisrupted. Waves with high amplitude seem on the other hand to pass through
the sho k. If the separation produ es sound waves, they are either mu h
weaker than the waves from the relaminarization pro ess or oin ides with
them.
Even though the lower parts of some of the wave fronts are missing, the
waves emanating from the relaminarization and the de e tion of the ow at
x = 0 will be the dominating pressure waves in the freestream behind the
sho k. They rea h the symmetry plane where they are de e ted towards the
outlet (arrow number 3).
In a ordan e with the theory of Handa et al. (2003) pressure waves
do rea h the upper boundary of the domain. They orginate however not
only from the separated region but also from the relaminarization and the
de e tion of the ow. The shear layer reated by the separation is a tually
rather quies ent and generates only weak pressure waves that propagate out
in the freestream behind the sho k (arrow number 4). The exa t origin of the
waves that rea h the eiling will of ourse depend on the exa t geometry of
the bump. Handa et al. used a more aggressively urved and thereby shorter
bump.
There are also some waves behind the sho k that seem to be parallel to
it (arrow number 5). They travel slowly upstream and are probably reated
17
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Figure 15: Time-spa e pressure-pressure orrelation for ase 4 taken at y = 0:1125. Contour level di eren e is 0:05.

by the xed pressure boundary ondition, whi h is known to de e t sound
waves. The only way they an play an important role in this investigation
is if they somehow prevents large s ale sho k movement. However unlikely
that is, it an only be ruled out if an bu er zone is added.
Handa et al. used spa e-time orrelations of pressure u tuations along
the top wall to argue that, when pressure waves from the separation region hit
the eiling, the upper boundary layer is a e ted and information is brought
upstream through the boundary layer to the front of the sho k where it would
make the sho k hange position. Figure 15 shows the spa e-time orrelation
for the pressure in the upper boundary layer of ase 4. Frequen y and phase
plots reveal that the plot has one dominating frequen y at 1:15 kHz whi h
is traveling downstream. This is supported by the fa t that the main ridge
in gure 15 has the same in lination as the velo ity time-spa e orrelations
al ulated at the same point. The only important frequen y that is traveling
upstream by the pressure is the one at 3:9 kHz and that is emanating from
further downstream. This frequen y is in the turbulent range and is probably
only a manifestation of the ellipti ity of the equations. Hen e, the results
presented here do not support the hypothesis of Handa et al.
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7. Summary and dis ussion

Well resolved large eddy simulations of transoni ow with sho k wave/turbulent
boundary layer intera tion have been presented. The quality of the al ulations has not been shown in this paper but the issue is thoroughly treated
in Wollblad et al. (2006) where the features of a baseline ase are dis ussed
in detail. Alterations inspired by other studies have been made both to the
domain and to the ow boundary onditions.
Neither the baseline ase, nor any of the four new ases presented here
display any large s ale sho k movement. In three of the ases, the lower
part of the sho k moves. This movement is argued to be related to ellipti
leakage. The hypothesis of Handa et al. (2003) is found not to be valid in
the present work. There are pressure waves that rea h the eiling but they
emanate primarily from the front of the bump and not from the separation
region. Only turbulent pressure information seems to travel upstream along
the eiling.
There is of ourse always room for improvement and further investigation.
The authors have strong faith in the dis retization s heme used, but testing
another s heme would have lent even greater redibility to the al ulations.
However unlikely it is that the weak sound waves generated at the outlet
would hinder sho k movement, it an only be ex luded if the al ulations
were made using a bu er zone. Finally a more advan ed sho k apturing
method ould be tested.
There is still another interesting theory about large s ale sho k movement
that has not been onsidered here. Bogar et al. (1983) reported measurements
made in the same wind tunnel used by Sajben and Kroutil in their investigation of e e ts of initial boundary layer thi kness (Sajben and Kroutil, 1981).
The wind tunnel was not losed but the air was eje ted a distan e downstream of the soni throat. By altering the length of the test se tion, Bogar
et al. on luded that, if the test se tion was long enough for the upper and
lower boundary layers to merge, the frequen y of the sho k movement s aled
with the distan e from the sho k to the merging point. Otherwise, the frequen y of the sho k movement s aled with the distan e from the sho k to
the outlet. Biswas (2004) used the same domain to make 3D RANS al ulations and drew the same on lusion. He added the observation that su tion
slots in the walls ould play the same role as the exit or the merging point
of the boundary layers. This theory annot be on rmed by LES sin e the
omputational domain would be mu h larger than an be handled, at least
19

in the near future.
The on lusion drawn in this investigation is that large s ale movement
of the whole sho k is probably not a lo al phenomenon. Only the movement
of the innermost part of the sho k might be lo ally triggered by ellipti
leakage. Otherwise, it is likely that large s ale sho k movement is reated by
disturban es in experimental fa ilities or resonan e between the sho k and
some distant part of the ow not in luded in the simulations presented here.
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